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idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it idries shah edition anchor books edition publisher
garden city n y anchor books 1971 1964 publication date 1971 physical
description 1 online resource xxvii 451 pages the sufis is one of the best
known books on sufism by the writer idries shah first published in 1964 with an
introduction by robert graves it introduced sufi ideas to the west in a format
acceptable to non specialists at a time when the study of sufism had largely
become the reserve of orientalists idries shah s the sufis is the most
authoritative book about sufism ever produced for a modern audience this
definitive work explores an immemorial wisdom tradition best known for its
connections with islam but which both predates and goes beyond it in 1965 shah
founded the society for understanding fundamental ideas sufi later renamed the
institute for cultural research icr an educational charity aimed at stimulating
study debate education and research into all aspects of human thought behaviour
and culture idries shah s definitive work the sufis completely overturned
western misconceptions of sufism revealing a great spiritual and psychological
tradition encompassing many of the world s greatest thinkers rumi omar khayyam
ibn el arabi al ghazzali saadi attar francis of assisi and many others the
astonishing impact of sufism on the idries shah was an author and teacher in
the sufi tradition and is considered one of the leading thinkers of the 20th
century he devoted his life to collecting translating and adapting key works of
sufi classical literature for the needs of the contemporary west idries shah s
the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever produced for a
modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial wisdom tradition
best known for its connections with islam but which both predates and goes
beyond it isf is making idries shah s books available to readers in asia and
the middle east thereby returning them to the societies that birthed much of
the material he drew from they are reaching refugees from afghanistan and iran
and now turkish readers the sufis first published in 1964 idries shah s
definitive work the sufis completely overturned western misconceptions of
sufism revealing a great spiritual and psychological the first of idries shah s
books the sufis was accepted for review by the conventional literary
establishment for the most part because of pressure from poets and other
literary people it was overlooked by academics in the field the way of the sufi
was the best selling follow up introduction to sufism by the writer idries shah
after the publication of his first book on the subject the sufis idries shah s
the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever produced for a
modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial wisdom tradition
best known for its connections with islam but which both predates and goes
beyond it sufi stories collection of stories from the east english idries shah
a unique and little known religion sufism follows a mystical teaching and a way
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of life that has had an enormous though largely unrecognized impact on both the
east and west for four thousand years this authoritative book fills a colossal
gap in western documentation of eastern subjects idries shah was born in 1924
in north india of an ancient family that holds a special place in the community
of the sufis this family has always produced remarkable people influential in
their communities in the world the sufis shah idries 1924 1996 free download
borrow and streaming internet archive among a western audience e g idries shah
d t suzuki often used western references emphasising the universality of their
respective traditions by juxtaposing the ways in which the comparability of
sufism and zen to western thought has been promoted as if there were a need
idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it the first is idries shah born in india of an
afghani father but in every other respect completely western his mother was
scottish his father settled in britain years before his son was born and shah
himself was educated and spent nearly all his life in britain
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idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it
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idries shah edition anchor books edition publisher garden city n y anchor books
1971 1964 publication date 1971 physical description 1 online resource xxvii
451 pages
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the sufis is one of the best known books on sufism by the writer idries shah
first published in 1964 with an introduction by robert graves it introduced
sufi ideas to the west in a format acceptable to non specialists at a time when
the study of sufism had largely become the reserve of orientalists
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idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it
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in 1965 shah founded the society for understanding fundamental ideas sufi later
renamed the institute for cultural research icr an educational charity aimed at
stimulating study debate education and research into all aspects of human
thought behaviour and culture
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idries shah s definitive work the sufis completely overturned western
misconceptions of sufism revealing a great spiritual and psychological
tradition encompassing many of the world s greatest thinkers rumi omar khayyam
ibn el arabi al ghazzali saadi attar francis of assisi and many others the
astonishing impact of sufism on the
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idries shah was an author and teacher in the sufi tradition and is considered
one of the leading thinkers of the 20th century he devoted his life to
collecting translating and adapting key works of sufi classical literature for
the needs of the contemporary west
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idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it
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isf is making idries shah s books available to readers in asia and the middle
east thereby returning them to the societies that birthed much of the material
he drew from they are reaching refugees from afghanistan and iran and now
turkish readers

the sufis idries shah google books
Aug 14 2023

the sufis first published in 1964 idries shah s definitive work the sufis
completely overturned western misconceptions of sufism revealing a great
spiritual and psychological
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the first of idries shah s books the sufis was accepted for review by the
conventional literary establishment for the most part because of pressure from
poets and other literary people it was overlooked by academics in the field
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the way of the sufi was the best selling follow up introduction to sufism by
the writer idries shah after the publication of his first book on the subject
the sufis

the sufis shah idries 9781784792718 amazon com books
May 11 2023

idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it

wisdom of the idiots sufi stories idries shah free
Apr 10 2023

sufi stories collection of stories from the east english idries shah

the sufis idries shah 9780385079662 abebooks
Mar 09 2023

a unique and little known religion sufism follows a mystical teaching and a way
of life that has had an enormous though largely unrecognized impact on both the
east and west for four thousand years this authoritative book fills a colossal
gap in western documentation of eastern subjects

the sufis and idries shah serendipity
Feb 08 2023

idries shah was born in 1924 in north india of an ancient family that holds a
special place in the community of the sufis this family has always produced
remarkable people influential in their communities in the world
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the sufis shah idries 1924 1996 free download borrow and streaming internet
archive
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among a western audience e g idries shah d t suzuki often used western
references emphasising the universality of their respective traditions by
juxtaposing the ways in which the comparability of sufism and zen to western
thought has been promoted as if there were a need

the sufis index edition shah idries 9781784799120
amazon
Nov 05 2022

idries shah s the sufis is the most authoritative book about sufism ever
produced for a modern audience this definitive work explores an immemorial
wisdom tradition best known for its connections with islam but which both
predates and goes beyond it
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academia edu
Oct 04 2022

the first is idries shah born in india of an afghani father but in every other
respect completely western his mother was scottish his father settled in
britain years before his son was born and shah himself was educated and spent
nearly all his life in britain
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